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AFIT/GLM/ENS/05-14 

Abstract 
 

 The Chief of Staff of the Air Force Logistics Review (CLR) of 1999 was an 

extensive improvement effort designed to examine a multitude of base-level logistics 

process issues and their resulting impact on organizational structures.  A major initiative 

resulting from the CLR was the development of the logistics readiness officer (LRO) 

career field, which combined three previous logistics fields; supply/fuels, transportation, 

and logistics plans. As a result, the training for a LRO is extensive, promoting logistics 

function familiarity rather than expertise.  This is of particular concern in the critical area 

of fuels management.  Fuel is an absolute necessity in any military operation and its 

proper management is paramount to mission success.   

 The objective of this research is to determine the impact of changes due to the 

LRO career field implementation on the Air Force’s ability to field LROs with fuels 

management experience.  An interview questionnaire with officers with advanced fuels 

position experience identified the requirements of advanced fuels positions.  Spreadsheet 

models were used to predict the Air Force’s ability to fill advanced fuels positions in the 

future from a manning perspective.   

 The results of this research indicate the Air Force will be able to fill advanced 

fuels positions from a manning perspective.  However, the interview results indicate that 

LROs in the future will not possess the experience or education required to fill advanced 

fuels positions.  The results presented in this research provide insight to Air Force senior 

leaders on how to manage the important resource of logistics officers with fuels 

management expertise.   
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A STUDY ON THE AIR FORCE’S ABILITY TO FIELD SENIOR LOGISTICS 

READINESS OFFICERS EXPERIENCED IN FUELS MANAGEMENT 

 

 
 
 

I.  Introduction 
 
 
General Issue 
  
 Today’s environment is characterized by unstable global security.  The United 

States Air Force must be able to get the right information, right supplies, and right people 

to the right place at the right time.  To do this, the Air Force must capitalize on expertise 

in critical functional areas.  One such area is that of fuels management.  Fuel is an 

absolute necessity in any military operation and its proper management is paramount to 

mission success.  This research focuses on Air Force logistics readiness officers and the 

identification of the requirements necessary for these officers to fill advanced positions 

within the fuels discipline, so that both the requirements and the officers may be properly 

valued, managed, and cultivated.   

 
Background and Overview 

The Air Force continually strives to improve performance and streamline 

organizational structures in response to ever evolving world threats.  One of the more 

recent and extensive improvement efforts was the Chief of Staff of the Air Force 
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Logistics Review (CLR).  The CLR began in the Fall of 1999 with the purpose of 

examining a multitude of base-level logistics process issues and their resulting impact on 

organizational structure. This review postured the Air Force to further enhance the way it 

produces and delivers air and space power in the expeditionary, rapid reaction, 

contingency-based world environment of today and in the future (HQ USAF, 2002b).    

A major initiative resulting from the CLR was the development and 

implementation of the logistics readiness officer (LRO) Air Force Specialty Code 

(AFSC), 21RX.  The career field combined three previous logistics AFSCs; supply/fuels, 

transportation, and logistics plans under what is known as the logistics readiness 

squadron.  The overall objective of this initiative is to develop senior-level logisticians 

that can merge logistics experience, doctrine, and resources to provide operational 

support to the warfighter in the expeditionary environment (HQ USAFR, 2002).   

This demands the development of logistics officer leadership skills and technical 

expertise in supply, logistics plans, transportation, and the Joint Operation Planning and 

Execution System through a combination of mandatory education, training, and 

certification programs centered on logistics core competencies (Hall, 2001).  However, 

developing this technical expertise poses a formidable obstacle considering the training 

environment for the LRO.   

By combining three logistics disciplines, the training for an LRO has become both 

extensive and expansive in the technical areas of each discipline and in the time required 

for training.  The LRO is expected to become qualified in three core competencies which 

encompass six proficiencies.  The core competencies are distribution, material 

management, and contingency operations.  The six proficiencies are material 
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management, distribution management, contingency operations, fuels management, aerial 

port operations, and vehicle management.  It is expected to take approximately six or 

seven years for a LRO to become fully qualified.   Qualified means an officer must 

complete the LRO basic course and complete at least 12 months in a proficiency within 

each of the three core competencies (Department of the Air Force, 2002).  The LRO does 

not have to learn each proficiency within each competency to become a qualified LRO.  

This training path has the potential to lead to a lack of experience and expertise within a 

particular proficiency, particularly in the highly technical fuels discipline. 

By becoming qualified in the fuels management proficiency of the material 

management core competency, a LRO is awarded the fuels management special 

experience identifier (SEI) code.  The SEI code identifies an individual in the personnel 

data systems as having special training, experience, and competence within a particular 

field, which marks them as candidates for unique positions, contingency operations, or 

advanced positions within the applicable discipline (Department of the Air Force, 2002).   

A LRO, who received the fuels management SEI by working in the fuels 

management flight for 12 months during his or her first assignment, could potentially be 

selected for an advanced fuels position years later in his or her career despite no fuels 

experience since that first assignment.  This brings to the forefront the dilemma of having 

qualified LROs per the training requirements outlined in the training plan, versus LROs 

truly possessing the experience, education and training necessary to fill advanced 

positions within the fuels discipline.   

The fuels officer career field has changed over time.  Once a stand alone career 

field, there has not been a dedicated fuels officer career field since around 1980, when the 
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career field was combined with that of supply officers.  The fuels discipline, which had 

been aligned under the umbrella of the supply squadron for years, became truly a 

subspecialty of supply (Pittman, 2001).  Therefore, supply officers were tasked with 

learning the fuels discipline in addition to the functions of the supply specialty.  Officers 

were regularly rotated from section to section within the squadron, often eliminating the 

opportunity for an officer to gain the experience and training necessary to become 

competent in the fuels area.  If officers were allowed to stay in fuels for a substantial 

period, subsequent assignments were in other areas of supply; therefore perpetuating the 

loss of expertise. Now, with the implementation of the LRO career field, officers have 

many more functions in which to become proficient.  Therefore, the opportunity to 

become truly proficient in the fuels discipline is convoluted even further.  

Throughout the history of the Air Force, the operations of the fuels organizations 

played a vital role in both peacetime and during war.  By understanding the importance of 

fuels management expertise to mission accomplishment, the Air Force can establish 

methods to ‘grow’ fuels professionals. 

 

Problem Statement 

How important is it to have fuels management expertise in the Air Force?  Fuel is 

a critical staple to every operation undertaken by the Air Force.  Fuels management 

expertise promotes the safe, effective, and efficient allocation of a critical resource.  This, 

in turn, enhances mission accomplishment.  To develop and maintain fuels management 

expertise, the requirements for advanced fuels positions must be identified.   
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Investigative Questions 

• What education and training is required for a LRO to fill advanced positions 

within the fuels discipline? 

• What practical experience is required for a LRO to fill advanced positions within 

the fuels discipline? 

• How can the requirements of advanced positions within the fuels discipline be 

met? 

• How well does the current training plan prepare LROs to meet the requirements 

necessary to fill advanced positions within the fuels discipline? 

• Will there be enough LROs to fill advanced positions within the fuels discipline 

with experienced officers? 

 The investigative questions will be answered through: 1) semi-structured 

telephone interviews and/or electronic mail correspondence with Air Force officers 

serving in advanced fuels positions 2) spreadsheet models to predict the Air Force’s 

ability to fill advanced fuels positions with LROs in the future. 

 

Research Objective 

 The objective is to determine the impact of the changes due to the LRO career 

field implementation on the Air Force’s ability to continue to field senior logistics 

officers with fuels management experience.  The first step is to identify the requirements 

for advanced positions within the fuels discipline and how they can be met.  This is 

accomplished through interviews with personnel serving in, or having served in advanced 

fuels positions and the subsequent analysis of their responses.  Next, spreadsheet models 
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examine the Air Force’s capability to fill advanced fuels positions in the future from a 

manning perspective.  These results combined with the analysis of the interview 

responses provide information about the research objective.   

Research Methodology 

This study was completed in two phases.  In the first phase, the fundamental 

research methodology involves the use of semi-structured telephone interviews and 

electronic mail correspondence. The interviews were conducted among officers filling 

advanced fuels positions, or having previously filled advanced fuels positions.  An 

analysis was performed to evaluate the interview responses. The second phase was 

completed through the use of spreadsheet models.  Models were developed to determine 

the impact of the LRO career field implementation on the Air Force’s ability to fill 

advanced fuels positions with experienced officers.  

 

Scope of Research 

This research is limited to the fuels discipline within the Air Force.  Within the 

Air Force LRO career field, the research is limited to those officers serving in, or having 

served in advanced fuels positions.  Additionally, this research is limited by the short 

period of time that has elapsed since the inception of the LRO career field.  

Consequently, the long-term effects of the implementation of the LRO career field on 

advanced fuels positions has yet to truly be experienced in the field.   

Relevance 

 This topic is relevant due to the dynamic and diverse nature of the LRO career 

field.  The implementation of this career field impacts fuels management, a critical 
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function within the logistics arena.  This study addresses those impacts; therefore Air 

Force senior leaders can make educated decisions on how to manage the important 

resource of officers with fuels management expertise. 

 

Outline of Thesis  

 This thesis is divided into the following five chapters:  Introduction, Literature 

Review, Methodology, Findings and Analysis, and Conclusions and Recommendations.   

 Chapter 1: Introduction – This chapter discusses the background, focus of 

research, research objectives, and relevance of this thesis study. 

 Chapter 2: Literature Review – This chapter begins with a definition of advanced 

positions and the evolution of the logistic readiness squadron and the fuels officer career 

field.  Next, the LRO qualification process is described followed by an explanation of the 

LRO career path.  Then, training and development concepts and processes are presented.  

Finally, career movement and its components are explained.   

 Chapter 3: Methodology – This chapter begins by describing the method selected 

to gather information on the requirements of advanced fuels positions.  Next, 

questionnaire development is explained.  Then, the identification of the selected 

participants is discussed followed by justification for using the telephone/electronic mail 

interview as a tool for identifying the requirements of advanced fuels positions.  Finally, 

the process and justification for using spreadsheet modeling is provided.   

 Chapter 4:  Findings and Analysis – This chapter presents the results of the 

questionnaire.  Common themes found throughout the questionnaire responses are 

described.  Finally, the results of the spreadsheet models are presented. 
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 Chapter 5:  Conclusions and Recommendations – This chapter reviews the 

research results.  The relevance of the research effort is presented.  Recommendations for 

future research are provided. 
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II. Literature Review 
 

 
Introduction 

 The purpose of this chapter is to provide a thorough review of the literature 

relevant to this research effort.  Initially, this chapter provides a definition of advanced 

positions for the purpose of this research.  This chapter then summarizes the 21RX Air 

Force Specialty Code (AFSC) and the evolution of the Logistics Readiness Squadron.  

This chapter presents a historical review on the evolution of the fuels officer career field.  

This is followed by a description of the LRO qualification criteria and process.  

Subsequently, it presents the LRO career path.   A review of LRO training and 

development is presented, which includes a discussion on training needs assessment.  

Additionally, this chapter examines the concept of career movement.  Within the 

discussion of career movement, this chapter defines career, introduces career path 

characteristics, and presents a career movement model.  

 

Definition of Advanced Positions 

 The purpose of this research is to determine the impact of the changes due to the 

LRO career field implementation on the Air Force’s ability to continue to field logistics 

officers with fuels management experience to fill advanced fuels positions.  For this 

study, advanced positions are defined as those fuels positions above the base level fuels 

management officer.  More specifically, advanced positions are fuels positions at major 

commands (MAJCOM), Air Staff, Joint Petroleum Offices (JPO), Air Force Petroleum 

Office (AFPET), and Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). 
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Air Force Specialty Codes 

 Personnel Employment assigns an AFSC to every officer and airman in the 

United States Air Force.  An officer AFSC is a combination of numbers and alpha 

characters used to identify the officer’s career field.  The first two numbers identify the 

utilization field.  The third digit, which is an alpha character, identifies the functional area 

within the utilization field identified by the first two numbers of the AFSC.  The fourth 

character, which is numeric, designates the qualification level of the officer. For example, 

the AFSC 21R3 is explained as follows:  the 21 specifies the logistics utilization field, the 

R identifies the functional area of logistics readiness, and the 3 designates the officer as 

being fully qualified.  The AFSC in which an officer is best qualified to perform is 

known as the primary AFSC.  An officer may be called upon to perform duty outside of 

his or her primary AFSC.  When this occurs the officer is assigned a duty AFSC to 

identify the specialty in which he or she is performing duty (Department of the Air Force: 

2001).  The Logistics utilization field includes all functions performed by logistics 

officers to include the following: aircraft, missile and spacelift maintenance, supply, 

transportation, and logistics plans.  AFI 36-2105 summarizes the Logistics Readiness 

specialty, 21RX, as follows: 

Integrates spectrum of the logistics processes within the operational, acquisition, 
and wholesale environments.  The major logistics processes include distribution, 
materiel management and contingency operations.  Directs and manages 
distribution management, materiel management, contingency operations, fuels 
management, airlift operations, and vehicle management.  Plans and programs 
logistics support for wartime requirements (Department of the Air Force, 2004). 
 

With this wide spectrum of responsibilities, LROs must be flexible and knowledgeable in 

all functional areas to perform effectively.  This knowledge begins at the base level in the 

logistics readiness squadron (LRS). 
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Logistics Readiness Squadron 
 
 Logistics has become a set of highly-integrated processes and an organization is 

needed to be responsible for logistics deployment, material management, and distribution 

processes.  Thus, the LRS was formed to develop an organization that best supports in-

garrison, transition, and deployed warfighting operations.  The LRS evolved through the 

merger of the supply and transportation squadrons and the addition of the logistics plans 

function.  The vision was to streamline processes, eliminate duplication, and maximize 

benefits through technology (Hall, 2001).  The LRS is comprised of six flights:  

Distribution; Readiness; Management and Systems; Traffic Management; Vehicle 

Management; and Fuels Management.  The organizational structure of the typical LRS is 

shown in figure 1 on the next page.  The LRS is responsible for overall direction of base 

logistics processes involving vehicles, equipment, supplies, cargo movement,  

deployment functions, logistics plans, personal property, passenger movement and fuels 

(Barker, 2003).  This multi-functional construct provides the primary training 

environment for the LRO.  The expected end result from gaining experience, coupled 

with training and education, in such a diverse environment is that talented and valuable 

officers will materialize, prepared for leadership positions in the expeditionary Air Force 

(HQ USAF, 2002a).  Diversity was not always the working environment for the fuels 

officer.  

 

History of the Fuels Officer  

 During the 1950’s through the 1970’s, the fuels officer was designated by a 

specific AFSC, 63XX.  In an initiative to improve the career opportunities of fuels  
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officers, supply officers and field grade fuels officers were consolidated under one AFSC, 

6416, in April of 1977.  The AFSC of company grade fuels officers was also changed  

from 6324 to 6434, thereby placing it under the supply career field.  This allowed career 

broadening opportunities for both supply and fuels officers; supply officers could obtain 

experience in the fuels arena while fuels officers could experience the many facets of 

base supply.  Furthermore, this opened the door for fuels officers to possibly fill squadron 

commander positions, which were previously unavailable (Spackman, 1985).   

 In the early 1990’s, the AFSC for supply/fuels officers was re-designated as 

21SX.  Then on 1 November 2002, the LRO career field was implemented, combining 

the supply (21S), logistics plans (21G), and transportation (21T) career fields under the 

LRO career field designated as 21R.  This further increased the focus on breadth of 

experience as opposed to depth, where technical expertise can be attained.   

 This initiative forced the fuels officer to gain experience in the many areas of not 

only supply, but transportation and logistics planning as well.  This greatly increased the 

training responsibility for the LRO without decreasing his/her responsibility when filling 

the fuels management officer (FMO) position.  The FMO is appointed by the squadron 

commander as the accountable and responsible officer for the base fuels account 

(Department of the Air Force, 1996a).  As the responsible officer, the FMO must be 

proficient in fuels management and is responsible for the care and safeguarding of the 

petroleum product inventories.  Also, the FMO ensures accountable records are 

maintained and required reports are generated (Department of the Air Force, 1999).  
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Logistics Readiness Officer Qualification Process 

A highly trained and motivated officer corps is the key resource for the Air Force 

to meet the challenges of the future.  An important result of combining the three 

aforementioned logistics disciplines is that the training for an LRO has become expansive 

in not only the technical areas of each AFSC, but in time as well.  To organize this 

training, the LRO Career Field and Education Plan (CFETP) was developed. The CFETP 

is a comprehensive, multipurpose document encapsulating the entire spectrum of 

education and training for a career field.  It outlines a logical growth plan and identifies 

training resources.  The growth plan is designed to make training identifiable, non-

repetitive, and economically feasible.  It also aids in identifying what training and/or 

education should be accomplished at certain points in a LRO’s career (Department of the 

Air Force, 2002). 

The LRO specialty integrates logistics processes within the operational, 

acquisition, and wholesale environments.  The major logistics processes define the 

logistics readiness core competencies of material management, distribution, and 

contingency operations.  These core competencies encompass six proficiencies. The six 

proficiencies are as follows: material management; distribution management; 

contingency operations; fuels management; aerial port operations; and vehicle 

management (Barker, 2003).  

The LRO is expected to become qualified in the three core competencies.  It is 

expected to take approximately six or seven years for a LRO to become fully qualified 

barring extenuating circumstances such as deployments, special duty assignments, or any 

other unforeseen interruption to training.  This basically allows the LRO approximately 
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two years to become qualified in each competency.  Qualified means an officer must 

complete the LRO basic course (technical school) and complete at least 12 months in a 

proficiency within each of the three core competencies.   

Meeting the time requirements is mandatory but not sufficient for gaining 

proficiency in a core competency.  The LRO must also develop and demonstrate detailed 

knowledge required for award of a special experience identifier (SEI) code (Shirriff, 

2003).  The SEI code identifies an individual in personnel data systems as having special 

training, experience, and competence within a particular field.   SEIs complement the 

assignment process by marking individuals as candidates for unique positions, 

contingency operations, advanced positions within the applicable discipline, or to meet 

other management needs. The officer SEI is a three character code.  The first character is 

an activity code and the last two characters identify an experience set.  For example, the 

fuels management SEI is LKY with the ‘L’ representing the logistics domain and the 

‘KY’ identifying fuels management as the experience set (Department of Air Force, 

2004).  Figure 2 represents a LRO training timeline and identifies the three core 

competencies and the respective proficiencies/SEIs of each.  Officers are available for 

deployment after completion of one core competency based on the SEI awarded.  At a 

minimum, officers must gain one SEI in each of the three core competencies (Department 

of the Air Force, 2002).  For example, a LRO may earn the SEIs for material 

management, fuels management, and vehicle management, yet he/she is still not 

considered fully qualified because only two of the core competencies are covered 

(material management and fuels management are both under the material management 
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core competency). Becoming a qualified LRO is the initial milestone as officers head 

down the LRO career field path. 
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Earn first SEI in any core 
competency

Earn second SEI encompassing a 
second core competency

Earn third SEI encompassing a 
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Figure 2:  LRO Qualification Timeline 

 

LRO Career Path 

 Different types of assignments are recommended during an officer’s career; 

however, the officer must gain the necessary depth and breadth of experience to improve 

performance and the potential for increased responsibility warranted by assignments at 

different levels (Department of the Air Force, 1996b).  An important role in the Air 

Force’s ability to accomplish its mission is adequate education and training and timely 

progression from entry level officer to staff officer skill level.  Education and training is 

not restricted solely to the technical aspects of the career field, but includes professional 

military education (PME), special duty, and advanced educational opportunities as well 

(Department of the Air Force, 1996b).    
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Upon completion of the LRO basic course, officers enter formal on-the-job 

training which leads to qualification in the three logistics readiness core competencies.  

Once fully qualified, officers, usually from lieutenant through senior captain, enter 

continuation training to broaden their experience base.  Besides wing level positions, 

fully qualified LROs may be assigned to numbered Air Force (NAF) or MAJCOM staff 

positions. Also, they may be considered for special duty assignments, the Air Force 

Intern Program, or other career opportunity programs such as the Logistics Career 

Broadening Program.  As LROs transition from company grade officers (CGO) to field 

grade officers (FGO), they can expect to fill positions at both the wing level or higher.  

At wing level, LROs may fill positions such as squadron operations officer or aerial port 

operations officer.  At higher levels, LROs may fill staff positions at NAF, MAJCOM, 

Air Staff, and joint assignments. Once in the field grade officer ranks, LROs can still fill 

wing level positions.  These include the squadron operations officer for large squadrons, 

squadron commander, or deputy mission support group commander.  Also, LROs may 

fill positions at all levels above the wing to include joint staff assignments and positions 

within DoD agencies (Department of the Air Force, 2002).   

 Figure 3 depicts the LRO career path pyramid.  It identifies where an LRO may 

be assigned during his/her career and the grade expected to be eligible for that duty as an 

LRO.  The various levels of PME, special duty, and advanced academic opportunities 

along with the appropriate time frames for each are also identified.  In some cases 

experience, training, and education may play a vital role in assignment determination.  

From the pyramid, it is obvious that as rank increases so does the opportunity for higher 

level positions which entails increased duties, responsibility, and accountability; 
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henceforth, training needs should increase as well.  At this time it is appropriate to 

associate how this corresponds to training needs assessment and career advancement 

within typical organizations of the private sector.  

 

Figure 3.  Logistics Readiness Officer Career Path Pyramid (Barker, 2003) 

Training and Development 

rent opinions as to the definition of training and 

develop d 

ional 

 

 

 

There are several diffe

ment.  For example, Wayne Cascio claims, “Training consists of planne

programs designed to improve performance at the individual, group, and organizat

levels.  Improved performance, in turn, implies that there have been measurable changes

in knowledge, skills, attitudes, and/or social behavior” (Cascio, 2003).  Ivancevich and 
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Glueck state that training and development “is, in short, an attempt to improve current o

future employee performance” (Ivancevich and Glueck, 1983).  Their definition is based 

off the following factors:  training, management development, formal training program, 

and learning.  These factors are described below. 

Training:  the systematic process of alterin

r 

g the behavior of employees  
in a direction to increase organizational goals. 

h managers gain the 
xperience, skills, and attitudes to become or remain successful leaders 

m:  an effort by the employer to provide  
pportunities for the employee to acquire job-related skills, attitudes, and 

 act by which the individual acquires skills, knowledge, and 
bilities which result in a relatively permanent change in his or her behavior. 

Based on a survey of corporate training and development practices, Cascio (2003) found 

ing is 
part of the corporate culture. 

ategy and objectives and is linked to 
bottom-line results. 

 stematic approach to training exists; training and  
training are done at all levels on a continuous, ongoing basis. 

 ide  
fficient time and money for training.  (Cascio, 2003) 

All of t lay a major role in the 

 

 
Management development:  the process by whic
e
in their organizations. 
 
Formal training progra
o
knowledge. 
 
Learning: the
a
(Ivancevich and Glueck, 1983) 
    

that four characteristics distinguished companies with the most effective training and 

development practices.  These characteristics are listed below.   

 Top management is committed to training and development; train

 
Training is tied to business str

 
A comprehensive, sy
re
 
There is a commitment to invest the necessary resources, to prov
su
 
he authors seem to agree that training and development p

vitality of any organization.  With the training and its associated key factors defined and

the vital characteristics to effective training practices established, how do these relate to 
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the development of the officer corps, particularly the highly diverse LRO career field in 

meeting challenges of the future? 

 

Development of the LRO 

 meet present and future challenges, the officer corps must be 

ely, 

 that rank, the 

an 

needs 

 If the Air Force is to

efficiently and effectively trained.  Within the Air Force as an organization, this pertains 

to the unit positions, staff level positions at the different levels, and other joint/advanced 

positions.  From an organizational perspective, the goal of training and developing LROs 

is to enhance the organization’s ability to attain its goals.  From an individual perspective, 

training is accomplished through a formal training program in the form of a technical 

school to build knowledge, skills, and attitudes for the LRO to initially perform a job.  

This is followed up with a formal on-the-job training program to enhance his or her 

ability through qualification procedures to perform a more specific job more effectiv

both short-term and in the future (Department of the Air Force, 2002).    

 As the LRO gains rank and changes positions commensurate with

training and development takes a more managerial development approach rather than 

focusing primarily on the technical aspects of the career field (Department of the Air 

Force, 2002).  However, due to the diverse nature of the LRO career field, an officer c

be removed from his or her area of expertise for quite some time, perhaps years, and then 

be called upon to fill a managerial position for that area.  For example, an LRO may have 

been the FMO at his or her first base for 18 months.  The LRO could spend six years in 

different functional/special areas and then be assigned to a MAJCOM fuels officer 

position without any retraining in the fuels arena.  To perform effectively, the LRO 
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to understand both the technical and practical aspects of the job as well as the managerial 

responsibilities.  If the Air Force trains and develops its logistics readiness officer corps 

to meet the same basic goals as the corporate world, then it makes sense for the Air Force

to look to the civilian sector for ideas to meet these goals. 

 

 

raining Needs Assessment 

rations attempt to enhance their ability to meet 

ortant to 

nt 

organization training is needed. 

  identify the content of training; what an  
mployee must do in order to perform competently. 

 oyee is performing the 
asks that make up his or her job. (Cascio, 2003) 

Trainin ies.  When assessing training 

n 

training produce changes in employee behavior that will contribute to our organization’s  

T

 One way civilian corpo

organizational goals is through training needs assessment.  In general, it is imp

analyze training needs with the organizational objectives and strategies clearly in mind.  

This helps prevent wasted time and money on training programs with little or no return 

on investment for the organization.  If training needs cannot be related to the achieveme

of organizational goals, then the training is probably unnecessary. There are three levels 

of analysis for assessing training needs.  These levels are described as follows: 

 Organizational analysis:  focuses on identifying where within the 

 
Operations analysis:  attempts to
e
 
Individual analysis:  determines how well each empl
t

 
g needs may surface in any of these three categor

needs, managers often find it helpful to use a model as depicted in Figure 4.  Initially a

analysis of the external and internal environment of the organization is necessary.  This 

includes, but definitely not limited to, such areas as business strategies, union activity, 

safety concerns, and personnel behavior.  The next step is to ask the question, “Will 
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goals?”  After all, training should contribute to the attainment of organizational goals 

two important issues.  First, there is no formal training program per se for an advanced 

fuels position.  Secondly, developing expertise in a specific area of logistics readiness 

becomes inherently difficult.  Therefore, the Air Force should look to the concept used by 

a typical civilian organization when considering career advancement. 

 

Career Movement  

 Organizations generally provide their employees with the opportunity for 

advancement as the employees’ careers progress.  Similarly, the LRO is also afforded 

career advancement.  There are both fundamental similarities and differences between the 

characteristics of the advancement processes between a typical civilian organization and 

the LRO career field.  It is appropriate to define the word career then discuss the 

characteristics of the career path, and finally present a model of career movement in 

organizations.  

(Cascio, 2003).  Next, operational analysis takes place.  This involves collecting 

information on how work is done, so that standards of performance can be established.  

Then, the competencies necessary for effective task performance are identified.  Finally, 

individual analysis is necessary.  This involves the determination of whether or not the 

individual has the experience, knowledge and skills necessary to perform to or above the 

standards set forth in operational analysis (Cascio, 2003).    The Air Force employed a 

training needs assessment to determine the knowledge and skills required for logistics 

readiness entry level officers as evident by the development of the 21RX CFETP.  

However, as noted earlier, the LRO qualification process is very expansive. This raises 
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Career Defined.   Hellriegel, Slocum, and Woodman (1983) define career as “t

sequence of work-related positions occupied by a person during the course of a li

This definition is widely accepted by several authors of human resources and 

organizational behavior textbooks.  Traditionally, career success was defined in terms of 

occupational advancement, which could easily be measured (Cascio, 2003).  Hellriegel 

al. (1983) support the idea that career success is best determined by the individual and is 

more related to the concept of self–actualization rather than occupational advancement.

Career Path Characteristics

he 

fetime.”  

et 

 

.  Career paths represent logical and possible 

sequences of positions that could be held, formed by analyzing what an individual d

an organization. Characteristics of career paths are listed below. 

 Career paths should: 

 Represent real progression possibilities, lateral or upward, without implied 

 

organizational patterns and managerial needs. 

oes in 

 

normal rates of progress or forced specialization within a technical area. 

 Be tentative and responsive to changes in job content, work priorities, 

 
Be flexible, taking into consideration the compensating qualities of those who 
influence the way work is performed. 

Specify the skill, knowledge, and other attributes required to effectively perform 
cio, 

2003) 

The LRO career path indeed has both similarities and differences in relation to these 

career path characteristics.  Undoubtedly, some of the differences are inherent to the 

military construct.  However, the glaring difference is that the LRO career path lacks the 

specification of the skills, knowledge, and other attributes required to effectively perform 

in advanced positions, and how they can be acquired. This could be troublesome in the 

future for LRO promotion potential.  According to the Air Force Officer Promotion 

 

at each position along the path and specify how they can be acquired. (Cas
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Program, the most important indicator of potential is job performance (Department of the 

Air Force, 1997).  At this time it is necessary to describe the types of movements within 

an organization. 

 Model of Career Movement.  In an organization, there are three dimensions along 

which career moves can be made; vertical, horizontal, and inclusion.  The vertical 

dimension refers to the increases or decreases in the formal rank of personnel in the 

organization.  The horizontal dimension represents the movements from one functional or 

technic ore of 

ovements do not have 

igure 5 combines the three 

imens

The potential movements depicted in Figure 5 appear similar to those of an LRO.  

Howev esses.  In civilian organizations an 

employ re 

being promoted.  An LRO at base level is rotated among several positions covering 

diverse

rather than mastering the functions.  This is contradictory to part of the criteria used to 

select Air Force officers for promotion. The criteria state that lieutenants and captains 

should concentrate on depth of experience rather than breadth (Department of the Air  

al area to another.  The inclusion dimension represents movement to the c

the organization.  Inclusion movements occur as employees become very trusted and are 

consulted on important matters; however, vertical or horizontal m

to occur for inclusion to take place (Hellriegel et al, 1983).  F

d ions.  

 

er, there are some major differences in the proc

ee can stay in a position for several years, often mastering a technical area befo

ly different technical areas.  Familiarization with functions becomes the norm 
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Figure 5.  Model of Career Movement in Organizations (Hellriegel et al: 2003) 
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Force, 1997).  If it takes up to six or seven years for an LRO to attain qualification, the 

bility to truly obtain depth is in question.   

A civilian employee may be transferred to another location, similar to an Air 

orce permanent-change-of-station.  However, if the move is a vertical promotion, the 

stimated time to get up to speed on their new duties is 9 months; 7.8 months for a lateral 

ove (Cascio, 2003).  Due to the frequency of moves for LROs and the diversity of jobs 

at he or she may fill as a result of those moves, getting truly up to speed may be 

xtremely difficult.  This is of great concern in a logistics functional area as critical as 

els management.  There appears to be much more of an opportunity to develop 

chnical and functional experts in the civilian organization system.  

Finally, being promoted as an Air Force officer often dictates and/or limits the 

ptions for future positions.  Future positions are not necessarily contingent upon 

revious positions.  In the civilian organization, an employee is promoted into a job 

ormally related to the previous position where his or her skills, knowledge, and attitudes 

an continue to develop into expertise.  Understandably, the Air Force by its very nature 

andates different personnel management systems from the civilian sector.  However, 

e need to develop expertise in critical functional areas such as the fuels discipline 

annot be denied nor compromised.  The safe, efficient, and effective management of 

els can be the difference between mission accomplishment and mission failure.  

 

Ch

 Once a stand alone AFSC, Air Force fuels officers were absorbed first into the 

supply career field.  Then, most recently, supply officers were absorbed into the logistics 

a
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readiness career field.  Logistics readiness officers at base level are aligned under a 

usually large organization known as the logistics readiness squadron. The functional 

e 

cern 

er 

e 

nced positions can 

lag beh

lly only 

 

r 

ctional 

area, su h as fuels management.  This inherently impedes the capability of an LRO to 

ert.  Ultimately, the Air Force must decide how to ‘grow’ these 

fy 

areas for LROs extend far beyond those of just the fuels discipline, encompassing thre

core competencies and six proficiency areas.   

The LRO training and qualification process is extensive.  Career field managers 

expect qualification to take up to six or seven years, providing the LRO with an 

experience level of about one year in each proficiency.  This poses a significant con

that expertise within functional areas, particularly the fuels discipline, is not possible.  P

their career path, LROs assume advanced positions as they gain rank.  However, th

experience and expertise required to perform effectively in these adva

ind.   

The training and development of the LRO from a technical perspective rea

occurs at the base level.  Then training takes a more managerial approach focusing on

leadership and officership.  Technical training needs assessments should be held at each 

level to identify the skills, knowledge, and attitudes to perform effectively, thereby 

promoting organizational goal attainment.   

The nature of the military promotes and mandates career movement.  The Ai

Force promotion system and the LRO career path stress breadth and depth in officer 

assignments.  Therefore a LRO is persuaded not to spend too much time in one fun

c

‘grow’ into a fuels exp

fuels experts.  But before that plan can be developed, the Air Force needs to first identi

the true requirements of advanced fuels positions then determine how to meet these 
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requirements.  Chapter III describes the methodology to identify the requirements fo

advanced positions within the fuels discipline.  It also describes the methodology to 

predict whether or not the Air Force can field LROs experienced in fuels management fo

advanced positions within the fuels discipline. 

r 

r 
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III.  Methodology  

 
Introduction 

The objective of this research is to determine the impact of changes due to the 

LRO career field implementation on the Air Force’s ability to field logistics officers with 

fuels management experience for advanced fuels positions.  Before this objective can be 

met, the experience, education, and training requirements for advanced fuels related 

positions must be identified.    This chapter describes the methodologies used for 

identifying the requirements for advanced fuels positions and for determining the Air 

Force’s capability to field senior logistics officers experienced in fuels management in 

the future.  First, development of the interview questionnaire used for identifying the 

requirements for advanced fuels positions is discussed.  Next, the spreadsheets developed 

and used by this researcher to determine the Air Force’s ability to fill advanced fuels 

positions in the future are presented and explained.  

 

Identification of Requirement Categories 

 The first step in identifying the requirements for advanced fuels positions was to 

determine the categories for the requirements.  These categories served as the source 

from which interview questions could be developed.  The source for fuels requirements 

categories was official Air Force guidance.   

 Official Guidance.  Identifying requirements categories was accomplished 

through a review of pertinent Air Force regulatory guidance.  The Career Field Education 

and Training Plan, CFETP 21RX, provides a description of the training plan for 

development within the logistics readiness officer career field.  The training plan is 
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further divided into the three core c proficiencies encompassing the 

areer field.  For each proficiency, specific requirements mandatory for award of the 

applicable SEI are identified.  These requirements include training, which includes 

formal courses, and experience.  Therefore, the requirement categories for identifying 

requirements for advanced fuels positions are 1) training and education, and 2) 

experience.  These categories provided the basis upon which to develop questions for the 

interview questionnaire. 

 Questionnaire Development

ompetencies and six 

c

.  The interview questions for identifying 

requirements for advanced fuels positions are open-ended questions.  Salant and Dillman 

(1998) point out advantages of using open-ended questions.  First, open-ended questions 

are excellent for exploring unknown subjects.  Also, this type of questions “…give 

survey respondents a chance to voice strong opinions, vent frustrations, or let researchers 

know what has been overlooked” (Salant and Dillman, 1998).  However, they point out 

that open-ended questions have several drawbacks as well.  One of these drawbacks is 

that open-ended questions may ask people to recall experiences or discuss issues that they 

may not have considered in a long time.  Also, open-ended questions may produce many 

different responses with only a few mentions of any one topic (Salant and Dillman, 

1998).  To address these drawbacks, the first two questions were designed with responses 

anticipated by the researcher listed under the first two questions.  These anticipated 

responses were used both to facilitate responses and to simplify the recording of 

responses process.  Additionally, unanticipated responses were recorded.  The following 

questions comprised the interview questionnaire: 
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Question 1: 

In your opinion, what education and training is required for a LRO to fill advanced 

positions within the fuels discipline?  

  (i.e. formal courses, leadership training, joint courses/training, exercises, 

 advanced degrees, specific tasks, etc) 

 

  

 

Question 2: 

In your opinion, what practical experience is required for a LRO to fill advanced 

positions within the fuels discipline? 

 (i.e. command diversity, assignments, airframe diversity, refueling systems         

            diversity, fuels equipment, fuels positions, years of experience required, years 

 between fuels assignments, deployments, etc) 

 

Question 3: 

What steps can be taken so the requirements of advanced positions within the fuels  

discipline you identified in questions 1 and 2 can be met? 

 

Question 4:  

How well does the current training plan prepare LROs to meet the requirements 

necessary to fill advanced positions within the fuels discipline?   

 

b. Somewhat Prepares 

d. Over Prepares 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Not at all 

c. Fully Prepares 
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These four questions served as the foundation for the interview questionnaire.   

es.  

s was to ensure a consistent explanation to all 

 

ded in the interview questionnaire: 

Advanced Fuels Position:  Fuels positions above the base level fuels  
                                    management officer.  

tudy. 
 

 develop proficiency in some profession. 
 

  
                                   they occur in the course of time (Costello, 1992). 

estions, along with general 

irections and a description of the purpose of the interview, constitute the questionnaire 

search effort.  A copy of the complete questionnaire is available in 

Interview Participants

The questionnaire also included definitions relating to the fuels requirement categori

The purpose of including the definition

participants and remove any bias on the part of the researcher during the research

process.  The following definitions were provi

 
                     
 
 Education:     Knowledge and skills gained through formal instruction or s

 Training:       Practice used to

 Experience:   The observing, encountering, or undergoing of things generally as 

 

These definitions and the aforementioned interview qu

d

used in this re

Appendix A.  

 
.  The next step was to identify participants for the 

terviews.  There are 40 fuels positions in the United States Air Force fitting the 

efinition of advanced fuels positions.  Participants were selected from fuels officers 

filling these positions.  The agreed upon sample size was 20 fuels officers.  Furthermore, 

it was decided that these 20 officers should be representative of the different levels of 

advanced fuels positions.  Therefore, participants were sought in the following 

categories:  MAJCOM fuels staff officers, Air Staff, DLA, and Joint Staff.  Potential 

in

d
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particip

l 

stions, 

Interview Analysis

ants were identified from the 2003-2004 Fuels Directory, known as the Blue 

Book. 

 After identifying the interview participants, contact was made with each 

participant via telephone and/or electronic mail.  The contact consisted of a genera

discussion explaining the nature and purpose of the research and the interview que

and to schedule times for the actual interviews.    

 .  Upon completion of all of the interviews, the responses were 

nalyzed.  The analysis of the interview data was conducted using Creswell’s data 

nalysis spiral (Leedy and Ormrod, 2001).  This process consists of four steps as depicted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  The Data Analysis Spiral (Leedy and Ormrod, 2001) 

a

a

in Figure 6. 

The Final Report

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Organization 
•Create computer database 
•Break large units into smaller ones 

  Perusal 
•
•Jot down preliminary interpretations
Get overall ‘sense’ of the data 

  Classification 
•Group data into categories or themes 

  Synthesis 
•Offer hypothesis/propositions 
•Construct tables, diagrams, hierarchies 

•Find meanings in the data 

The Raw Data
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 The first step is organization.  This refers to taking the raw data from the 

interviews and organizing it together in a central location such as a computer database.  

  During this process, notes are taken 

or 

 according to the identified areas.   

ffering propositions that describe relationships among the categories.  Also, this step 

fers to packaging the data into an organizational scheme such as a table or figure 

eedy and Ormrod, 2001).   

Analyzing the results will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.  The 

sults of the analysis will be presented in that chapter as well.  This analysis was 

ecessary to identify the requirements of advanced fuels positions within the fuels 

iscipline. 

preadsheet Modeling 

Analysis from a manning perspective is necessary to further determine the impact 

f the changes due to the LRO career field implementation on the Air Force’s ability to 

Larger bodies of text may be broken down into smaller units at this time for 

manageability purposes. 

 The second step calls for perusal of the data.  The data should be perused several 

times to get a sense of what it contains as a whole.

that suggest possible themes and/or sub-themes. 

 The third step is classification.  This refers to identifying general categories 

themes, and perhaps subcategories and sub-themes.  This is followed by classifying each 

piece of data

 The fourth step involves integration and summarization of the data.  This includes 

o

re

(L

 

re

n

d
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o
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continue to field logistics officers with fuels management experience for advance

positions.  The use of spreadsheets is the chosen methodology for this determination.   

The spreadsheets developed are based on historical data obtained thro

Force Personnel Center at

d fuels 

ugh the Air 

 Randolph AFB, Texas.  This historical data includes predicted 

.  

re termed models for reference 

ally, these spreadsheets provide the 

d 

olonel billet fuels positions based on the number of authorized positions at 

ese levels.  The results of these spreadsheets enabled conclusions to be made about the 

advanced fuels positions with LROs experienced in fuels 

anage

officer accession rates, retention rates, promotion rates, average years of promotion by 

rank, and the rate at which officers serve in positions outside of their primary career field

For this research effort, completed spreadsheets a

purposes.   

Initially, spreadsheets were built to predict the Air Force’s ability to field LROs 

experienced in fuels management.  More specific

predicted number of officers trained in fuels management at the base level, which is a 

requirement for earning the fuels management SEI.  The spreadsheets use simple 

mathematical calculations based on the aforementioned historical data and the number of 

FMO positions available. 

 The fuels management SEI is a requirement for an officer to fill advanced fuels 

positions.  Based on the results and the aforementioned historical data, additional 

spreadsheets were developed to predict the number of LROs that could fill major an

lieutenant c

th

Air Force’s ability to fill 

m ment.    

 Justification.  The spreadsheet modeling methodology was chosen for three 

reasons.  First, using a spreadsheet model is relatively easy to do, particularly with the 
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computational assistance provided by the software program.  Secondly, the output is 

reasonably easy to understand and interpret for not only the person performing the 

analysi

 

uestionnaire development, participant identification, and response analysis 

provide  

a 

e 

 

 

s, but for those presented with the results as well.  Finally, the results can often 

lead to additional and beneficial insight on the issue at hand (Ragsdale, 2004).  

Chapter Summary 

 An interview questionnaire was developed in order to identify the requirements 

for advanced positions within the fuels discipline.  Discussion of the requirements

categories, q

d the reader with information on the key elements for use in the interviews.  Then

the spreadsheet development and purpose was explained, and justification along with 

justification for choosing this method.  Chapter 4 presents the results and analysis of th

questionnaire and spreadsheet models used in this research effort. 
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IV. Results and Analysis 

 

Introduction 

 This research began with the objective of determining the impact of changes due 

ld implementation on the Air Force’s ability to continue to field 

21RX CFETP.  From 

this review, two categories were developed. :  1) education and 

training, and 2) experience.  These categorie tional belief regarding 

the foundation upon which to build the knowledge and experience that LROs need to 

accomplish their jobs.  

 Five investigative questions were used to guide this research:  1) What education  

and training is required for a LRO to fill advanced positions within the fuels discipline  

2)  What practical experience is required for LRO to fill advanced positions within the 

fuels discipline  3) What steps can be taken so the requirements of advanced positions 

within the fuels discipline as identified in questions 1 and 2 can be met  4)  How well 

does the current training plan prepare LROs to meet the requirements necessary to fill 

dvanced positions within the fuels discipline, and 5)  Will there be enough LROs to fill 

to the LRO career fie

logistics officers with fuels management experience for advanced fuels positions.  The 

first step was to identify the requirements for advanced positions within the fuels 

discipline and how they can be met. The second step was to use spreadsheet models, 

based on historical data, to predict the Air Force’s ability to continue to fill advanced 

fuels positions with officers experienced in fuels management. 

 As described in the previous chapter, the process for identifying the requirements 

categories for advanced fuels positions began with a review of the 

 These categories were

s represent the institu

a 

a
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advanced positions within the f ced officers in the future.  A 

total of nineteen interviews were conducted for this research effort.  Most of the 

 very detailed.  Many of the responses were duplicated among the 

s the knowledge and 

 

Education and Training Requirements Category 
 

uels discipline with experien

responses were

respondents.  This was not surprising.  The fuels community is rather small and 

traditionally tight-knit, with the senior fuels officers often communicating with each 

other.  This chapter will describe the analysis and results from the research efforts 

accomplished to answer these investigative questions.         

 

Education and Training Requirements  

 For the purpose of this question, education was defined a

skills gained through formal instruction or study.  Training was defined as practice used 

to develop proficiency in some profession.  Based on analysis of the responses, the 

category of education and training was broken down into the sub-categories of formal 

courses, programs, and exercises as listed in Table 1.  The frequencies of all responses as

they pertain to the sub-categories are listed in Appendix B.  

Table 1:  

Education and Training 

Formal Courses 

Professional Programs 

Exercises 
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 Formal Courses.  Based on the responses, respondents agreed that formal courses 

are required and play a vital role in developing the LRO to fill advanced fuels po

The most common responses for formal courses were as follows: Logistics Readin

Officer basic course, Defense Energy Support Center (DESC) courses, the Army

Petroleum and Water Course, Contingency Wartime Planning Course (CWPC), Fuels 

Operational Readiness Capability Equipment (FORCE) courses, and leadership cou

These courses are listed in Table 2 in the order that they were

sitions.  

ess 

 

rses.  

 most frequently referenced.    

Table 2: Formal Courses Sub-Category 
 

 It is im rtance of 

the ability to operate in the joint was emphasized either by 

addressing a specific joint fuels course or through comments about operating in the joint 

environment.  This perhaps explains why the ost referenced courses are joint in 

nature.  The DESC courses are considered by most fuels officers to be joint in nature as 

DESC provides fuel support for the entire DoD and requires extensive coordination with 

ther branches of the military as well as civilian agencies.  Another joint course, the 

etroleum and Water Course sponsored by the Army and conducted at Fort Lee, Virginia 

 Formal  Courses 
Defense Energy Support Center (DESC) courses  

 

 

 

 

 

         - Overview Course     
         - Joint Petroleum Seminar 
Petroleum and Water Course 
Contingency Wartime Planning Course (CWPC) 
Logistics Readiness Officer Basic Course 
Fuels Operational Readiness Capability Equipment (FORCE) courses 
Leadership courses 

portant to note that fifteen of the respondents stressed the impo

 environment.  This theme 

four m

o

P
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was highly regarded by respondents.  The majority felt that more training opportunities 

need to be made available and supported to prepare officers for advanced fuels positions. 

 Joint planning was mentioned specifically by over half of the respondents.  The

expressed a need for education and training in this area.  As a result, some specific

mentioned the CWPC taught at Air University which emphasizes the importance of 

planning in the joint environment.   

 Professional Programs

  

y 

ally 

.  Closely related to formal courses are the professional 

programs that the respo ng advanced fuels 

ositions.  There were two program ntly: Education with Industry and 

dvance Table 3 in the order that they 

ere mo

onal Program Sub-Category 

ndents deemed as important for officers filli

p s mentioned freque

A d Academic Degree programs.  They are listed in 

w st frequently referenced.      

Table 3:  Professi
 

Professional Programs 

Education with Industry (EWI) 

Advanced Academic Degree programs (AAD)

         - Petroleum Management 

         - Logistics/Supply Chain Management 

 

Respondents stressed that these programs, whether directly related to the fuels disciplin

or the logistics arena in general, provide valuable education and training that would 

enhance an officer’s ability to perform in advanced fuels positions.   

 Respondents felt that more positions need to be made available and supported

these programs.  They viewed the Education with Industry program as invaluable due to 

e 

 in 
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the extensive education obtained about the fuels industry and its practices.  This 

knowledge can then be applied to both the Air Force fuels community and the joint fuels 

community when the officer is assigned to an operational fuels position.   

 Based on their responses, respondents agreed that an advanced degree is require

for an officer to fill an advanced fuels position.  Most respondents recommend that th

degree focus on petroleum managem

d 

e 

ent such as the Air Force Institute of Technology 

sponsored program at the University of Kansas.  However, others stressed that a 

petroleum management degree is desirable, but that any degree which stresses the 

logistics and the supply chain is sufficient.   

 Exercises.  Based on their responses, respondents agree that participation in 

exercises is extremely important.  M reo  specifically, they emphasized the need for joint 

exercise training to l well as the 

interdependency of DESC.  Join vide officers with exposure to 

the various fuel equip  other military branches.  

Respondents stressed to apply their 

knowledge and abilities in cont

in real world situations or contingencies.   

Additional Education and Training Responses

earn how different petroleum activities interact as 

t exercises would also pro

ment and systems utilized by the

 that officers must be provided the opportunity 

rolled settings before actually being called upon to do so 

 .  Previously in this section, the 

ess 

f the interview 

 

most common responses were presented in regard to the education and training required 

for LROs to fill advanced fuels positions.  There were other responses provided far l

frequently than those listed above.  Due to the opinion-based nature o

question, it is not this researchers place to judge or ignore these responses due to the lack

of their duplication.  Additional education and training requirements as given by the 
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respondents are listed in Table 4.   The frequencies of the additional responses to

education and training category are listed in Appendix B. 

Table 4:  Additional Responses for Education and Training Requ

 the 

irements 
 

Additional Education and Training Requirements 
Air Force Institute of Technology Logistics courses 
Financial Management training 
Transportation Command Operations training    
Acquisition Professional Development Program 
Air Force Petroleum Office orientation 
Petroleum Logistics Management Course 
Joint Forces Staff College 

 

 Section Summary.  This analysis provided two key findings.  First, it provide

insight into the specific types of education and training LROs need within the larger 

education and training category in order to fill advanced fuels related positions.  Fo

example, the sub-category of formal courses provides a better understanding of what 

LROs need to know than the larger education and training category alone.  

 Second, the analysis identifies a common theme throughout the education a

training requirements necessary to fill advanced fuels positions.  This theme is that the 

fuels discipline must be viewed as joint in n

s 

r 

nd 

ature.  The joint theme comes as no surprise.  

rts. 

oint 

Fuel is universal and the contingency operations of today are predominantly joint effo

Therefore, joint education and training is required to prepare LROs to fill advanced fuels 

positions.  This theme is confirmed in 80 percent of the interview responses for the 

education and training area.  For example, the top four formal courses identified are j

in nature, and joint exercises are emphasized as well. 
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Experience Requirements 

 For the purpose of this question, experience was defined as the observing, 

encou

Based on analysis down into the 

sub-cate

comman he sub-categories are listed in 

Table 5. sub-categories are listed in Appendix C. 

ments Category  
 

ntering, or undergoing of things generally as they occur in the course of time.  

 of the responses, the category of experience is broken 

gories of base level time requirements, contingency operations, 

d/base/mission diversity, and assignment order.  T

 The frequencies of responses within the 

Table 5:  Experience Require

Experience Requirements 

Base Level Fuels Time Requirements 

Contingency Operations 

Command/Base/Mission Diversity 

Assignment Order 

    

Base Level Fuels Time Requirements.  Based on the responses, all nineteen responden

agreed that base level fuels management flight experience is crucial in preparing the LR

for advanced fuels positions.  They stressed that a LRO requires more than twelve 

months experience at the base level, exceeding the current requirement per the CFETP as 

discussed in Chapter 2.  Table 6 breaks down the base level time requirement responses 

and the frequency in which they occurred in the interview results. 

 

 

ts 

O 
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Table 6:  Base Level Time Requirements Sub-Category 
 

Time Requirements Responses 
36 months 7 
24-36 months 3 
24 months 6 
18-24 months 3 

 

 Deployments.  Based on the responses, thirteen of the nineteen respondents 

specifically address deployments in support of contingency operations as a requirement 

for LROs to fill adva oyments were key 

because they lead to an unders ween different services and 

countries.  Also, deplo experience with fuels 

operational readiness CE).  However, two respondents stated 

that deployment was n d that a deployment was 

unnecessary if the LR g knowledge of FORCE.   

/Mission Diversity

nced fuels positions. They expressed that the depl

tanding of the interactions bet

yments provide officers with practical 

capability equipment (FOR

ot necessary.  One of these two state

O had a good workin

 Command/Base .  Based on the responses, eight of the nineteen 

 

n, 

respondents stressed diversity for base level assignments in command, base, or mission as

a requirement to fill advanced fuels positions.  They explain that this exposes the LRO to 

a variety of different airframes, equipment, and fuel systems.  This exposure, in tur

enables the LRO to function more effectively in contingency environments. 

 Assignments.  The definition of advanced fuels positions for this research was 

defined as fuels positions above the base level FMO.  Ten of the respondents felt that one 

ase level assignment was sufficient to move on to an advanced position; nine 

spondents felt that two base level assignments are required.   

b

re
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 Thirteen assignments.  

The most frequently refer evel s) followed by an 

assignment to DESC.  Th renced order was base level assignment(s) 

followed by an assignment to a MAJCOM.  Interestingly, only six respondents listed only 

ase level FMO assignments as necessary for movement to a more advanced fuels 

cher 

 of the respondents also suggested a particular order for the 

enced order was base l  assignment(

e next most refe

b

position, suggesting that the level of the advanced position is irrelevant.  This resear

believes this happened because of the difference in the definition of advanced fuels 

position provided for this study and the traditional definition of advanced fuels positions, 

such as JPO and certain DESC positions.  The assignment orders and frequency of 

responses are listed in Table 7. 

Table 7:  Assignment Order Sub-Category 

Assignment Order Responses 
Base - DESC 8 
Base - MAJCOM 4 
Base – DESC or MAJCOM 1 
Base Only 6 

 

 Additional Experience Responses.    Previously in this section, the most common 

responses for the experience category have been presented in regard to the experience 

required for LROs to fill advanced fuels positions.  There were other responses provided 

 

 

less frequently than those listed above.  Additional experience requirements as given by

the respondents are listed in Table 8.   The frequencies of the additional responses to the 

experience category are listed in Appendix C.  
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Table 8:  Additional Responses for Experience Requirements 
 

Additional Experience Requirements 
Inventory Control 
Military Construction / Repair, Maintenance and Environmental Program 
Tactical Air experience 
Joint Planning experience 
Logistics Distribution experience 
Overseas Assignment at base level 
Company Grade experience at MAJCOM/Joint/Air Staff level 
EWI or AAD follow-up assignment to Air Staff, DESC, joint staff, MAJCOM
Non-fuels related Logistics Readiness Assignments 

 

Section Summary.  This analysis provided the identification of specific experience 

requirements necessary to fill advanced fuels positions.  For example, the base level time 

requirements sub-category provides a better understanding of the experience LROs need 

rather than the larger e ory alone.  The theme that fuels should be viewed 

as joint in nature conti scussion on deplo ents and the suggested 

assignments to DESC, where LROs work with both civilian agencies and other military 

ranches. 

   

 

se formal training opportunities, 2) formal 

acking of fuel expertise, and 3) sub-specialization within the LRO construct.   They are 

sted in Table 9 in the order that they were most frequently referenced.  The frequencies 

xperience categ

nued through the di ym

b

Meeting the Requirements 

 Once the requirements for advanced fuels positions were identified, how to meet 

these requirements became the next logical question.  Based on analysis of the responses,

three main courses of action were identified to meet the requirements for advanced fuels 

positions.  These courses of action are 1) increa

tr

li
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of all respon els 

positions are listed in Ap

ses as they pertain to how to meet the requirements of advanced fu

pendix D. 

Table 9:  Courses of Action to Meet Requirements 
 

Courses of Action to Meet Requirements 

Increase Formal Education/Training Opportunities 

Formal Tracking of Fuels Expertise  

Sub-specialization within LRO Construct 

 

 Education/Training Opportunities.  Based on the responses, fifteen of the 

respondents agree that increasing education and training opportunities is required to 

prepare the LRO to fill advanced fuels positions.  The courses and programs identified by 

the respondents were identified earlier in this chapter under the education and training 

requirements section.  These courses and programs should be available to LROs 

identified for development for advanced fuels positions, not after the fact that they have 

been slotted to fill an advanced position.   For example, these courses and training would 

fit into a formal training program framework designed for fuels officer development. 

 Formal Tracking of  Fuels Expertise.  Based on the responses, twelve of the 

respondents agree that formal tracking of fuels expertise is a must to ensure that the 

requirements of advanced fuels positions are met.  Respondents stressed that tracking 

fuels expertise can be accomplished through diligent SEI management or through a 

formalized education path for fuels, or a combination of the two.   

 Respondents believe that the fuels management SEI should be meaningful.  They 

stressed that the SEI should be based on the core requirements identified earlier for 
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advanced fuels positions rather than on meeting base level criteria.  This would allo

advanced positions to be filled with 

w 

the most qualified candidates.  One respondent 

emphasized that S  to ensure that 

the Air Force is groom ed fuels positions. 

 Sub-Speci

EI visibility should be at the Joint Staff/Air Staff levels

ing the necessary number of LROs for advanc

alization.  Based on the responses, seven of the respondents view sub-

specialization within th ecessary education and 

experience requirem

at a group of officers should be identified to concentrate in the fuels area.  One 

tain 

ther 

dentify 

.  

 

 

ing the fuels officer 

e LRO construct as required to gain the n

ents for advanced fuels positions.  Basically, the respondents suggest 

th

respondent believes the officers in this group should be identified at the junior cap

and mid-major levels.  This allows the officers some exposure and experience to the o

disciplines within the LRO construct before specializing in the fuels area.   

 Five of the respondents specifically supported sub-specialization through a 

formalized education path for fuels officers.  They believe this would create and i

a pool of candidates for advanced positions.  One respondent suggested using a 

combination of a formal education path and the SEI.  The respondent proposed using a 

fuels discipline professional development track (FDPD) for a certain number of LROs

The number of LROs would be determined by the number of advanced positions and

other factors such as dismissal, retirements, attrition, etc.  The SEI would be awarded

following completion of the FDPD, thereby ensuring that a definite pool of LROs are 

groomed and ready for advanced fuels positions.  

 Interestingly, none of the respondents suggested re-establish

career field within the Air Force.  This is surprising considering the autonomous nature 
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and reputation of the Air Force fuels community.  However, two respondents thought a

new joint fuels officer career field would be beneficial.       

 Additional Responses

 

.    Previously in this section, the most common responses 

for the meeting requirements category have been presented in regard to preparing LROs 

n 

e 

 

to fill advanced fuels positions.  There were other responses provided less frequently tha

those listed above.  Additional responses on how to meet advanced fuels requirements ar

listed in Table 10.   The frequencies of the additional responses to the meeting 

requirements category are listed in Appendix D.  

Table 10: Additional Responses for Meeting Requirements 

Additional Meeting Requirements Responses 
More junior officer positions at the MAJCOM level 
DESC funding for formal courses/training for all fuels officers 
Set ceiling on advanced fuels positions converted to civilian positions 
Ensure each deployment includes a LRO 
Create joint career field to grow joint fuels officers 
Establish joint fuels positions with sister services/allies 
Commander involvement in the hiring process 
Expand opportunities within DESC for young LROs 
Re-establish  the Office of the Secretary of Defense sponsored fuels position 

 

Section Summary.   This analysis provided the identification of possible courses of action 

that are needed to gain the requirements for an LRO to fill advanced fuels positions.  The 

three most referenced courses of action are closely related.  For example, the increased 

Furthermore, both the increased education and training opportunities and sub-

specialization actions could provide the foundation for formal tracking of fuels expertise 

and experience. 

education and training opportunities could be part of a sub-specialization training plan.  
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Adequacy of Current Training Plan 

 Respondents identified the education/training and experience requirements 

eeting 

 them decided that the current 

training plan ed fuels 

positions.  Nine of th re due primarily to 

the LROs exposure to fuels during the LRO ba

flights  stating that 

he wa ately answer the question.  The 

analys nt LRO training plan 

adequ he responses and 

freque

 Table 11:  Current Training Plan Effectiveness Responses 

required for an LRO to fill an advanced fuels position.  Then they provided ways of 

meeting these requirements.  The next question addressed how well the current LRO 

training plan prepares LROs in meeting the requirements of advanced fuels positions 

identified in the previous investigative questions.  Of the nineteen respondents, eight of 

them determined that the current training plan does not prepare LROs at all in m

the requirements of advanced fuels positions.  Ten of

somewhat prepares LROs in meeting the requirements of advanc

ese ten respondents indicated that their answers a

sic course or through rotations through the 

 at their first assignment.  One respondent did not answer this question,

s not familiar enough with the training plan to adequ

is reveals that none of the respondents feel that the curre

ately prepares LROs to fill advanced fuels positions.  T

ncies of each response are listed in Table 11.      

 
Response Frequency 
Not at all 8 
Somewhat prepares 10 
Fully prepares 0 
Over prepares 0 
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Additional Comments 

 At the end of the interview questionnaire, respondents were provided space 

include additional comments.  Thirteen of the respondents chose to do so.  The remarks 

provided were primarily about the current training of LROs for fuels positions and the

future state of fuels officers.   The comments about the current training of LROs for fu

positions for the most part re-visited many of the responses provided in the investigative

questions responses presented earlier in this chapter.  For example, the belief that 12 

months of fuels experience at base level is not sufficient was re-emphasized, as was 

need for more fuels assignments, formal education, and deployments. 

 Overall, the respondents believe that logistics officers in the future will not 

possess the experience or education required to fill advanced fuels positions.  One 

respondent described the situation as follows, “…the train wreck of having no fully 

qualified senior fuels officer is on the horizon and is only a short six or nine years away.”  

Another respondent stated, “The AF has made a conscious decision not to develop fu

officers with the required experience to hold senior level positions.”  Yet anothe

respondent remarked about the LRO training plan as wh

to 

 

els 

 

the 

els 

r 

ole by saying, “If the plan is to 

make the Air enance 

officers, it will work.”  Again, the inadequacies of the  plan provided the 

basis for the respondents’ bleak outlook for fuels officers. 

 
 
Spreadsheet Modeling of Fuels Experience   

The final investigative question explored whether or not there will be enough 

ROs with fuels management experience to fill advanced fuels positions in the future. 

Force loggie incompetent and turn these positions over to maint

LRO training

 
 
 

L
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Spreadsheet modeling of fuels experience was performed to determine the Air Force’s 

 officers trained 

s 

MO 

 

results 

s 

se 

ability to continue to field logistics officers with fuels management experience for 

advanced fuels positions since the implementation of the LRO career field.  The 

spreadsheet modeling is primarily accomplished from a manning perspective.  First, a 

spreadsheet model was developed to represent the entire LRO career field by rank.  This 

model provided predicted numbers of LROs by rank, which were compared against the 

actual number of LROs by rank to validate the accuracy of the historical data used to 

develop the spreadsheet.   

A model based on a 1-year training time requirement for getting

with FMO experience was developed next.  The results provide the number of LRO

gaining FMO experience at the base level.  This model is designated as the 1-year F

model.  This was followed by modeling the manning of major and lieutenant colonel

billet fuels positions using the 1-year FMO model results.  The results predict the number 

of LROs that could fill these positions.  Next, a 2-year time requirement for FMO 

training was developed.  This model is designated as the 2-year FMO model.  The 

were used to model the manning of major and lieutenant colonel billet fuels positions. A

with the 1-year FMO model, the results predict the number of LROs that could fill the

positions. 

 LRO Inventory Model.  The LRO inventory model was developed using the 

llowing information; projected accession rates, historical retention rates by year of 

tions had to be made when building this 

odel.  The first assumption was that the retention and promotion rates would remain 

constant.  Next, the average promotion years were assumed to stay constant; 10 year 

fo

service, and historical promotion rates.  Assump

m
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mark for promotion to major, 16 year mark for promotion to lieutenant colonel, and 22 

year mark for promotion to colonel.  To validate the model, the number of accessio

from 2004 was inserted into the model and the results were compared to the actua

numbers of LROs by rank as of October 2004.  The results of the model were validated

by comparing them to the actual number of LROs by rank and actual total number of 

LROs.  The actual numbers came from a comprehensive listing of every LRO in the Air 

Force, which was sorted by rank to get the actual numbers.  The results of the model 

using the projected accessi

ns 

l 

 

on rate, the 2004 accession rate, and the actual numbers of 

LROs,  

ality. 

along with the actual totals of LROs by rank as of October 2004, are presented in

Table 12.  The results of the model are close to both the 2004 and actual by rank and 

overall LRO totals.  Therefore, the historical data used to develop this model is 

appropriate to build additional models for this research.  The variation in the model 

results and actual numbers was expected due to the differing accession rate, and slight 

variations in promotion rates, promotion years, and retention rates fluctuating in re

The full model and formulas are located in Appendix E.     

Table 12:  LRO Inventory by Rank Model Results vs. Actual LRO Inventory   

 
Rank 

LROs with 
Projected 

Accessions (138) 

LROs with Actual 
 2004 Accessions Inventory   

(152) (Oct 2004) 
Lt 661 728 716 

Capt 484 534 693 
Maj 500 551 410 

Lt Col 272 299 302 
Col 54 59 45 

Total 1971 2171 2166 
 

 1-Year FMO Model-FMO Training.   A 1-year training requirement scenario for 

training CGOs as the base level FMO was modeled.  This means that an officer fills a 
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FMO position for exactly one year, which is the minimum requirement to earn the fuels 

management SEI.  The fuels management SEI is earned only at the base level and is 

necessary to assume more advanced fuels positions.  The officer is replaced immedi

upon completion of that year by another LRO as the FMO.  

 Several assumptions were made in developing this model.  Only the FMO wou

be allowed to earn the fuels management SEI.  Retention rates, promotion rates, and 

promotion years were assumed to be constant.  In addition, it was assumed that an LR

would not receive any fuels management experience during the first year of service.  T

is due to the time requirements of rotational training, technical school training, PME, and 

other factors in getting acclimated to the Air Force.  The percentage of LROs in positi

outside of the career field was assumed to be constant at 18 percent.  Finally, it w

assumed that the 48 authorized FMO positions would not be vacant at the same time

Therefore, the positions were evenly distributed with six positions being filled per year 

group.  This provided the calendar years of service (CYOS) for a CGO to attain FMO 

experience at CYOS 2 – 9.    

ately 

ld 

O 

his 

ons 

as 

.  

 

FGOs having FMO experience was modeled.  The that 175 nd 301 

FGOs would have FMO ex time per he 175 C  FMO 

experience indicate that the Air Force should be very c MO 

positions.  T als are broken n by rank in Table 13.  This model, results, and 

formulas are in Appendix F.     

Using this spreadsheet model over a 20 year period, the number of CGOs and 

 results were  CGOs a

perience over this iod.  T GOs gaining

apable of filling the 48 F

hese tot  dow
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Table 13:  1-Year FMO Model Results for FMO Experience 

Company 
Grade Officers 

FMO 
Experience 

Field Grade FMO 
Officers Experience 

Lieutenant 34 Major 213 
Captain 141 Lieutenant Colonel 88 

  

1-Year FMO Model-Major Billet Experience.   The manning of fuels positions requiring 

the rank of major was modeled.  The number of officers promoted to major with FMO

experience per the 1-year FMO experience model was used as the origin.  This total was 

180 per the 1-year FMO model results for FMO experience.  The 213 majors represented 

in Table 13 includes officers promoted to major (180) and the number of majors not 

promoted for lieutenant colonel (33).  Since an officer could be selected to fill an 

advanced position upon promotion to major, the origin of 180 was used.  The model 

developed using 18 authorized major fuels billets.    

 Several assumptions were made when developing this model.  Fuels positions 

were assumed to follow a hierarchical path by rank.  That is, to fill a major billet, an 

officer must have first filled th

 

was 

e captain billet of FMO.  To fill a lieutenant colonel billet, 

e offi he 

tion 

 would not be vacant at the same time; therefore the 

uthorized major billets were distributed evenly over the number of years an officer 

th cer must have filled a major billet.  It was assumed that the major would be in t

position for three years.  In this model, the officer was not considered experienced until 

completion of the three year commitment.  The percentage of LROs filling positions 

outside of the career field was assumed to be constant per rank at 18 percent.  Promo

rates, promotion years, and retention rates were assumed to be constant.  Also, it was 

assumed that all of the positions

a
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spends in the or a total of 

18 over the  officer s n the rank

 The 1-year FMO model fo jor fuel experience is displa n Figure 7.  

olumns A, B, and C represent majors available (MA).  There are formulas 

 

 
rce 

 per year of service.   

 MA minus Billets per year – Majors available after factoring in the number 
 

 
le after multiplying MA minus 

 Billets per year by retention rate for the applicable CYOS. 

 MA with Broadening Factor – Majors available after multiplying MA with 

 

 retention, and broadening considerations have been made.  

 Majors in Position – Represents the number of majors filling major billets at the 

 
 of 

 major fuels billet experience; Majors in Position multiplied by retention rate.   

jor 

ence 

ich 

covers the 10-12 years of service represents the number of majors serving in a fuels billet.  

 rank of major.  Three positions were distributed per year group f

six years an pends i  of major.  

r ma s billet yed i

The figures in c

under applicable column headings explaining how the calculations were made.  The 

column headings are explained as follows: 

 Year Group – Represents the number of years spent in the rank of major.  

 CYOS – Represents the years of service that officers spend in the rank of  major.  

 Retention Rate – Represents the percentage of officers that stay in the Air Fo

 

 serving in the career field and subtracting the three major positions filled per year.

 MA with Retention Factor – Majors availab

 

 Retention Factor by the average percent of majors serving in career field.  

 Adjusted Majors Available – The final pool of majors available after billets, 

 

 start of a CYOS.   

 Major Billet Experience – Represents the number of majors with 3-year tour

 

The results of this model provided the number of officers having completed ma

fuels billet experience and the number of individuals gaining major fuels billet experi

at any given time.  The first three numbers in the Major Billet Experience column wh
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These majors have not yet completed the 3-year tour of duty.  By adding these three 

numbers, the number of majors serving in major billet positions at any given time is 16.  

Experience 

umber ajors having completed major billet position duty at any given 

me is 

Force would be able to adequately fill the 18 major billet fuels positions.  This cycle 

continu

The last three numbers in that same column represent the majors that have completed the 

3-year fuels billet tour, which covers the years of service of 13-15.  By adding these three 

 

Figure 7:  1-Year FMO Model for Major Fuels Billet 

 
s, the number of mn

ti 40.  These results indicate that by having 180 majors trained as FMOs, the Air 

es as majors move on to lieutenant colonel and a new year group of majors begins 

filling the vacated major fuels positions.  This model, results, and formulas are in 

Appendix G. 
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 1-Year FMO Model-Lieutenant Colonel Billet Experience.  The manning of f

positions requiring the rank of lieutenant colonel was modeled.  The number of officers 

uels 

origin.  In this case the number was 40 per the major fuels billet experience model 

 

 The 1-year FMO model for lieutenan olonel fuels billet experience is displayed 

in Figure 8 ailable.  

promoted from major with both FMO and major fuels billet experience was used as the 

distributed at two per year group for the first five CYOS for lieutenant colonels.  

previously discussed.  The model was developed using 11 authorized major fuels billets.    

Several assumptions were made when developing this model.  Again, fuels 

positions were assumed to follow a hierarchical path by rank.  Therefore, to fill a 

lieutenant colonel billet, the officer must have filled a major billet.  It was assumed that 

the lieutenant colonel would be in the position for three years.  In this model, the officer 

was not considered experienced until completion of the three year commitment.  The 

percentage of LROs filling positions outside of the career field was assumed to be 

constant at 18 percent per rank.  Promotion rates, promotion years, and retention rates 

were assumed to be constant.  Also, it was assumed that all of the positions would not be 

vacant as the same time.  For simplicity, the authorized lieutenant colonel billets were 

t c

.  The LTCA in columns A, B, and C represents lieutenant colonels av

There are formulas under applicable column eadings explaining how the calculations 

were made.  The column headings are explained as follows: 

 Year Group – Represents the number of years spent in the rank of Lt Col.  
 
 CYOS – Represents the years of service that officers spend in the rank of Lt Col.  
 
 Retention Rate – Represents the percentage of officers that stay in the Air Force 
 per year of service.   
 

h
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 LTCA minus Billets per year – Lt Cols available after factoring in the number 

 

 Billets per year by retention rate for the applicable CYOS. 

 LTCA with Broadening Factor – Lt Cols available after multiplying MA w

 

 serving in the career field and subtracting three Lt Col positions filled per year. 

 LTCA with Retention Factor – Lt Cols available after multiplying MA minus 

 
ith 

 Retention Factor by the average percent of Lt Cols serving in career field.  

 Adjusted Lt Cols Available – The final pool of Lt Cols after billets, retention, 

 
ts at 

 the start of a CYOS.   

 Lt Col Billet Experience – Represents the number of Lt Cols with 3-year tour of 

del provided the number of officers having completed 

lieutenant colonel fuels billet experience and the number of individuals gaining this 

 and broadening considerations have been made.  

 Lt Cols in Position – Represents the number of Lt Cols filling Lt Col bille

 

 major fuels billet experience; Lt Cols in Position multiplied by retention rate.   

 

Figure 8:  1-Year FMO Model for Lieutenant Colonel Fuels Billet Experience 

 The results of this mo
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experience at any given time. The first three numbers in the Lt Col Billet Experience 

column which covers the 16-18 years of service represents the number of lieutenant 

leted the 3-year tour of 

eutenant billet positions at any given time is 11.  The last three numbers in that same 

olumn

r 

f officers having completed lieutenant colonel billet position duty at any given time is 

let 

colonels serving in a fuels billet.  These officers have not yet comp

duty.  By totaling these three numbers, the number of lieutenant colonels serving in 

li

c  represent the lieutenant colonels that have completed the 3-year fuels billet tour, 

which covers the years of service of 19-21.  By totaling these three numbers, the numbe

o

20.  These results indicate that by having 40 majors with both FMO and major fuels bil

experience, the Air Force would be able to adequately fill the 11 lieutenant colonel billet 

fuels positions.  This cycle continues as lieutenant colonels get promoted or retire and a 

new year group of lieutenant colonels begins filling the vacated lieutenant colonel fuels 

positions.  This model, results, and formulas are in Appendix G.    

 2-Year FMO Model-FMO Training.  A 2-year training requirement scenario for 

training CGOs as the base level FMO was modeled.  This scenario calls for the LRO to 

remain in the FMO position for two years to earn the fuels management SEI.  This model 

called for the same assumptions as the 1-year FMO model in relation to historical data.  

However, with the 24 month constraint, an FMO position would become vacant every 

two years.  Therefore, the positions were evenly distributed at three per year group.  

 Using this spreadsheet model over a 20 year period, the number of CGOs and 

FGOs having FMO experience was modeled.  The results were that 87 CGOs would get 

FMO experience and 150 FGOs would have 

ith 8 he 48 

FMO experience over this time period.  

W 7 CGOs gaining FMO experience, the Air Force should be capable of filling t
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FMO positions.  These totals are broken down by rank in Table 14.  This model, the 

results, and formulas are in Appendix I.     

Table 14:  2-Year FMO Model Results for FMO Experience 

Company 
Grade Officers 

FMO 
Experience 

Field Grade FMO 
Officers Experience 

Lieutenant 17 Major 90 
Captain 70 Lieutenant Colonel 44 

 

 To validate the 2-year model, the number of captains, majors, and lieutenant 

colonels were calculated and compared to the actual numbers of personnel from these 

ranks possessing the fuels management SEI.  The actual data came from two sources.  

First, a listing of officers from 2001 still on active duty as of 2004 with the fuels 

management SEI under the supply officer construct, designated as LLI, was reviewed.  

Secondly, a listing of officers as of October 2004 having earned the fuels management 

SEI under the LRO construct, designated as LKY, was reviewed.  The numbers from 

each list for the ranks of captain, majors, and lieutenant colonels were combined to get 

the actual number of officers with the fuels management SEI by rank.  Then both the 

modeled and actual sets of numbers were compared to the senior fuels personnel listing 

from the 2003/2004 Blue Book which lists senior personnel with the fuels management 

SEI.  The comparison for the modeled, actual, and Blue Book figures are presented in 

Table 15.   

Table 15:  Model Validation of Fuels Personnel with SEI by Rank 

 Captain Major Lt Col Total 
Model 70 90 44 204 
Actual 66 74 36 176 
Blue Book 71 65 34 170 
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 The model totals for fuel personnel with the fuels management SEI for the ran

of major (90) and lieutenant colonel (44) ar

ks 

e optimistic as compared to the actual and 

Blue Book fi as being 

optimistic a e optimi res were to the p n year, 

promotion rate, and retention rate assumption  it would be extrem ifficult to 

odel all of the variables that could affect training.  Additionally, administrative 

.   

gures.  This leads to the total of 204 fuels personnel with the SEI 

s well.  Thes stic figu  expected due romotio

s.  Also, ely d

m

shortfalls may have an effect.  For example, some officers may have met the 

requirements for award of the SEI, but the paperwork has not been processed or 

generated at all.  Updating issues with software packages could be another complication

2-Year FMO Model-Major Billet Experience.   The manning of fuels posi

requiring the rank of major was modeled.  The number of officers promoted to major 

with FMO experience per the 2-year FMO model results for FMO experience was used 

the origin.  This total was 90.  The model was developed using 18 authorized major fu

billets.  The same assumptions that applied to the 1-year FMO model for major billet 

experience apply to this model.    

The 2-year FMO model for majors fuels billet experience is displayed in Figure 9

The MA in columns A, B, and C represents majors available.  There are formulas under 

applicable column headings explaining how the calculations were made.  Column 

headings are

tions 

as 

els 

.  

 explained as follows: 

 Ye .  
 

CYOS – Repr years of at officer n the rank r.  

etention Rate – Represents the percentage of officer at stay in the A rce 
ear of servic

ar Group – Represents the number of years spent in the rank of major

 esents the service th s spend i of majo
 
 R s th ir Fo
 per y
 

e.   
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 MA minus Billets per year – Majors available after factoring in the number 

 

 Billets per year by retention rate for the applicable CYOS. 

 MA with Broadening Factor – Majors available after multiplying MA with 

 

 retention, and broadening considerations have been made.  

 Majors in Position – Represents the number of majors filling major b

 

 major fuels billet experience; Majors in Position multiplied by retention rate.   

 serving in the career field and subtracting the three major positions filled per year. 

 MA with Retention Factor – Majors available after multiplying MA minus 

 

 Retention Factor by the average percent of majors serving in career field.  

 Adjusted Majors Available – The final pool of majors after billets, 

 
illets at the 

 start of a CYOS.   

 Major Billet Experience – Represents the number of majors with 3-year tour of 

 
 

 

 

els billet experience and the number of individuals gaining experience at any given 

Figure 9:  2-Year Model for Major Fuels Billet Experience 
 

The results of this model provided the number of officers having completed major

fu
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ti he first three numbers in the Major Billet Experience column which covers thme.  T e 

0-12 years of service represents the number of majors serving in a fuels billet.  These 

ajors hese three numbers, 

 last 

ree numbers in that same column represent the majors that have completed the 3-year 

ing these three 

umber

me is 40.  This is the same result as the 1-year FMO model, which is expected with the 

ove on to lieutenant colonel and a new year group of majors begins filling the vacated 

1

m have not yet completed the 3-year tour of duty.  By adding t

the number of majors in serving in major billet positions at any given time is 16.  The

th

fuels billet tour, which covers the years of service of 13-15.  By add

n s, the number of majors having completed major billet position duty at any given 

ti

large number of majors available to fill the positions.  This cycle continues as majors 

m

major fuels positions.  This model, results, and formulas are in Appendix J.    

2-Year FMO Model-Lieutenant Colonel Billet Experience.  The manning of fuels 

positions requiring the rank of lieutenant colonel was modeled.  The number of officers 

promoted from major with both FMO and major fuels billet experience was used as the 

origin.  In this case the number was 40 per the major fuels billet experience model just 

presented.  The model was developed using 11 authorized major fuels billets.  For 

simplicity, the authorized lieutenant colonel billets were distributed at two per year group 

for the first five CYOS for lieutenant colonels. The same assumptions that applied to the 

1-year FMO model for lieutenant colonel billet experience apply to this model.      

 The model is displayed in Figure 10.  The LTCA in columns A, B, and C 

represents lie  column 

heading

utenant colonels available.  There are formulas under applicable

s explaining how the calculations were made.  The column headings are 

explained as follows: 
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 Year Group – Represents the number of years spent in the rank of Lt Col.  

 CYOS – Represents the years of service that officers spend in the rank of Lt Co

 Retention Rate – Represents the percentage of officers that stay in the Air Force

 

 serving in the career field and subtracting three Lt Col positions filled per year. 

 LTCA with Retention Factor – Lt Cols available after multiplying MA minus 

 

 Retention Factor by the average percent of Lt Cols serving in career field.  

 Adjusted Lt Cols Available – The final pool of Lt Cols after billets, retention,

 

 start of a CYOS.  This number is cumulative over the six years. 

 
l.  

 
 

 per year of service.   

 LTCA minus Billets per year – Lt Cols available after considering the number 

 

 Billets per year by retention rate for the applicable CYOS. 

 LTCA with Broadening Factor – Lt Cols available after multiplying MA with 

 
 

 and broadening considerations have been made.  

 Lt Cols in Position – Represents the number of Lt Cols filling major billets at the 

 
our of 

 Lt Col fuels billet experience; Lt Cols in Position multiplied by retention rate.   

 

ing 

s 20.  

llet 

et 

 and a 

 Lt Col Billet Experience – Represents the number of Lt Cols with 3-year t

 

The results of this model provided the number of officers having completed 

lieutenant colonel fuels billet experience and the number of individuals gaining this 

experience at any given time. Due to the number of lieutenant colonels available be

the same as with the 1-year model, the results are the same.  The number of lieutenant 

colonels serving in lieutenant billet positions at any given time is 11.  The number of 

officers having completed lieutenant colonel billet position duty at any given time i

These results indicate that by having 40 majors with both FMO and major fuels bi

experience, the Air Force would be able to adequately fill the 11 lieutenant colonel bill

fuels positions.  This cycle continues as lieutenant colonels get promoted or retire
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new year group of lieutenant colonels begins filling the vacated lieutenant colonel fuels 

Figure 10:  2-Year FMO Model for Lt Col Fuels Billet Experience 

 Section Summary.

positions.  This model, results, and formulas are in Appendix K.     

 

 

  The spreadsheet models just described were developed to 

inventory model proved valid in comparison to the actual LRO inventory.  Therefore, the 

data and assumptions used to construct the inventory model were used to develop the 

positions and the advanced fuels positions as defined for this study.  These models were 

manning decisions could not be modeled.  Additionally, the competing manning 

predict the Air Force’s ability to fill authorized fuels positions in the future.  The LRO 

fuels experience models.  The fuels experience models included both the base level FMO 

expected to be optimistic due to the fact that all of the variables affecting training and 
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requirements for other LRO specialties were not represented in the models.  Based on the

results of these models, the Air Force should be able to fill fuels pos

 

itions at the base and 

advanced levels from a manpower perspective.    

well.  Chapter 5 presents conclusions and recommendations based on the analysis 

presented here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Summary 

 This chapter provided a review of the research objective and the five investigative 

questions.  It provided the results of the research conducted to answer each of these 

questions.  Common themes and conclusions from the questionnaires were presented as 

well as specific requirements for advanced fuels positions based on expert opinions.  

Also, an evaluation of the current LRO training plan was discussed along with the 

general common view of its effectiveness.  Finally, this chapter discussed the spreadsheet 

modeling efforts used to determine the Air Force’s ability to continue to field logistics 

officers experienced in fuels management for advanced fuels positions from a manning 

perspective.  The models and their respective results were presented and discussed as 
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V.  Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
Introduction 

 The objective of this research is to determine the impact of the changes due to the 

LRO career field implementation on the Air Force’s ability to continue to field logistics 

officers with fuels management experience for advanced fuels positions.  This chapter 

presents the major conclusions drawn from the results and analysis of this research effort.  

Recommendations will be given for changes to the current system of training and 

managing LROs to fill advanced fuels positions.  Recommendations for further research 

will also be provided.   

 

Conclusions   

 This thesis yielded many interesting results and provided a great deal of insight 

into the Air Force’s ability to continue to field logistics officers with fuels management 

experience for advanced fuels positions.  From a purely manning perspective, there 

appears to be very little, if any, impact on fielding experienced officers for advanced 

fuels positions.  The Air Force should be abl ore than enough officers with 

fuels management experience as represented by the 1-year FMO experience and the 2-

year FMO experience models.  This assumes , gaining the 

fuels management SEI.  The number of LRO anagement SEI 

in the future most likely will be much larger than those modeled due to the fact that many 

squadron commanders are assigning two or three LROs to their respective fuels 

management flights in order to help them get qualified per the CFETP.  Though many 

e to produce m

 one LRO serves as the FMO

s being awarded the fuels m
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LROs will be awarded t s to whether or not 

they are truly qualified to fill advanced fuels positions. 

 Being prepared to fill advanced fuels positions requires much more than simply 

spending time in a fuels management flight.  The issues of education/training and 

experience become very important.  Consequently, the Air Force’s ability to continue to 

field logistics officers with fuels management experience for advanced fuels positions is 

negatively impacted.   The training plan established to train LROs as an FMO is 

inadequate in preparing LROs for advanced fuels positions.  In fact, there is no training 

plan to prepare them for these positions.  However, experts reveal that there is much 

more education/training and experience required.   

 The education and training requirements necessary to fill advanced fuels positions 

are not met under the LRO construct.  These requirements are characterized by limited 

opportunity.  These requirements come in the form of formal courses, professional 

programs, and exercises.  Enhancing the LRO’s ability to operate in the joint 

environment typical of today’s contingencies should be a main focus of these three areas.   

 Under the LRO construct, experience requirements fall short in preparing the 

LRO to fill advanced fuels positions.  The experience time requirement for earning the 

fuels management SEI should be more demanding than the 12 months as the base level 

FMO in order to fill advanced fuels positions.  Twelve months is not enough time to 

grasp the managerial concepts and technical aspects of base level fuels much less those 

required of advanced fuels positions.  Additionally, experience should include diversity 

gained through exposure to differing missions and fuels equipment, particularly FORCE.   

he fuels management SEI, questions arise a
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 To meet the requirements for advanced fuels positions as identified through the 

research, there must be a framework in place to ensure that there are enough LROs with 

 

 

 

 

 thinking about fuels activities as Air 

vel 

 

 

the required expertise to fill advanced fuels positions.  Tracking LROs expertise in fuels

management is necessary for identifying truly qualified officers for advanced fuels

positions.  This may require sub-specialization into the fuels discipline, which is contrary

to the LRO construct philosophy.  However, there must be a method to identify a pool of 

candidates meeting the requirements for advanced fuels positions. 

 The lack of education and experience in operating in a joint environment is a 

critical shortcoming of the LRO construct in relation to preparing LROs for advanced

fuels positions.  A philosophical shift is needed from

Force unique to a more joint oriented mind-set which considers the universal nature of 

the fuels discipline.  This mind-set should begin at the basic LRO training level. 

 

Recommendations    

 The current training plan does not adequately prepare LROs to fill advanced fuels 

positions.  It does not mandate training for officers in fuels positions above the base le

FMO.  Therefore, this researcher recommends developing a training plan encompassing

base level and advanced fuels position requirements.  This training plan is to be used 

throughout the officers’ career.  Though this plan remains under the LRO construct, it

becomes the primary training track for a select group of LROs.  This allows for the 

officers in this track to fill other non-fuels related LRO positions, yet marks them to 

become fuels experts.  This track ensures training throughout the officers’ careers rather 
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than only at the base level.  As a result, this will maintain, or perhaps improve fuels 

expertise levels and provide stability in the fuels arena.   

 A formal framework to track and monitor fuels expertise needs to be established. 

This framework would complement the training path encompassing advanced fuels 

position requirements.  A separate SEI, unique from the one earned as base level FMO, 

would be awarded based on successful completion of the fuels training track.  Identifying 

a group of LROs with the requirements for advanced fuels positions would be possible.  

ents 

he 

ck and 

ot serve as the sole qualifier for advanced fuels positions.  This would promote truly 

tion from both the managerial and technical viewpoints, as 

 and 

results could be used to develop a survey instrument to construct a task specific education 

Just as importantly, it would make visible those needing training to meet the requirem

and allow for detailed management and tracking of an officer’s progress.   

 Recommendations for changes to the base level FMO requirements are also in 

order.  The fuels management SEI should only be awarded to the FMO.  Furthermore, t

SEI would denote experience as the FMO for continuation in the fuels training tra

n

learning the fuels opera

opposed to the familiarity training being received today.  To facilitate this, the time 

requirement as the FMO should be increased to a minimum of 24 months.  As shown by 

the 2-year FMO experience model, this would not hinder the Air Force’s ability to 

provide LROs with fuels management experience.   

 

Recommendations for Future Research 

 The questionnaire used in this research effort identified the education/training

experience requirements necessary for LROs to fill advanced fuels positions.  These 
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and training framework from which to guide the development of officers for advance

fuels positions.   

d 

s 

elopment for 

ion on 

tional 

 of research opportunities.  This 

search laid the foundation for future research efforts on the training and management of 

ore, similar research efforts could be utilized 

 A similar questionnaire could be used to assess the LRO training program for 

fuels management from the FMO perspective.  The population could consist of LRO

receiving the fuels management SEI since the implementation of the 21RX career field. 

This could assist in identifying the training requirements specifically for officers filling 

FMO positions, as well as the readiness of these officers for more advanced positions.  

Additionally, the questionnaire could be modified to gain the perspectives of senior 

enlisted personnel on the effects of the LRO implementation on officer dev

fuels positions.   

 Because of the relatively short amount of time since the consolidation of the 

supply, transportation, and logistics plans career fields, the effects have yet to be fully 

realized.  Therefore, another study should be conducted in five years. This would 

construct a more distinct picture on the effects of the LRO career field implementat

not only the Air Force’s ability to field senior logistics officer experienced in fuels 

management, but on the fuels discipline as a whole.   

 Training, developing, and managing personnel with expertise in critical func

areas such as fuels management presents a multitude

re

LROs within the fuels discipline.  Furtherm

in other career fields in the Air Force that have consolidated critical functional areas into 

one field.     
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Appendix A:  Advanced Fuels Position Requirements Questionnaire 

 
 

Introduction:  

The purpose of this interview is to collect data for use in a HQ IL sponsored thesis 
g 

the requirements of advanced positions within the fuels discipline.  Your responses will 

impact of the changes due to the LRO career field implementation on the Air Force’s 

 

demographic information requested will serve only as a means for interpreting the results 

 

 

      

       

  

 

 

 questions as thoroughly as possible 

:   The observing, encountering, or undergoing of things generally as   
              they occur in the course of time. 

 

project.  The intent of this thesis is two-fold.  The initial effort is focused on determinin

provide the necessary data for this effort.  The second part of the thesis focuses on the 

ability to continue to field experienced fuels officers for advanced fuels positions. 

All answers are anonymous.  No identification of individual responses will occur.  The 

more accurately. 

Demographic Information: 

Name:  

Rank:  

Fuels Experience (yrs): 

Current Position: 

Previous Fuels Positions: 

 
The following questions will provide the bulk of the data for this research effort.  The questions 
are intentionally vague and open-ended.  Please answer the
based on your interpretation of the question.   
 
 
Definitions: 
 
 Advanced Fuels Position:  Fuels positions above the base level FMO.  

 Education:     Knowledge and skills gained through formal instruction or study. 

 Training:       Practice used to develop proficiency in some profession. 

 Experience
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Intervie
 

uestion 1:   
swer the question as thoroughly and specifically as possible. Consider all 

of the fuels positions you have held above base level FMO.  

s positions you have held above base level FMO. 

al experience is required for a LRO to fill advanced 
ositions within the  fuels discipline? 

.e. command diversity, assignments, airframe diversity, refueling systems         
s positions, years of experience required, years 

tween fuels assignments, deployments, etc) 

er the question as thoroughly and specifically as possible. 

o the requirements of advanced positions within the fuels 
iscipline you identified in questions 1 and 2 can be met? 

s the current training plan prepare LROs to meet the requirements 
d positions within the fuels discipline?   

 
 

w Questions: 

Q
 Please an
 
 
In your opinion, what education and training is required for a LRO to fill advanced 
positions within the fuels discipline?  
  (i.e. formal courses, leadership training, joint courses/training, exercises, 
 advanced degrees, specific tasks, etc) 
 
 
Question 2: 
 Please answer the question as thoroughly and specifically as possible. Consider all 
 of the fuel
 
In your opinion, what practic
p
 (i
            diversity, fuels equipment, fuel
 be
 
 
Question 3: 
 Please answ
  
What steps can be taken s
d
 
 
Question 4:  

Please bold your response.  
 
How well doe

ecessary to fill advancen
 

e. Not at all 
f. Somewhat Prepares 
g. Fully Prepares 
h. Over Prepares 

 
 
 
Additional Comments: 
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Appendix B:  Responses/Frequency For Education and Training Category 
 

 

Formal Courses Respondents 
Defense Energy Support Center (DESC) courses 13 
Petroleum and Water Course 10 
Contingency Wartime Planning Course 9 
Logisti 8 cs Readiness Officer Basic Course 
Fuels Operational Readiness Capability Equipment (FORCE) courses 6 
Leadership courses 5 

Professional Programs  
Education with Industry 8 
Advanced Academic Degree programs 8 

Exercises  
Joint Exercises 5 

Additional Education and Training Requirements  
Air Force Institute of Technology Logistics courses 2 
Financi 1 al Management training 
Transportation Command Operations training    1 
Acquisition Professional Development Program 1 
Air Force Petroleum Office orientation 1 
Petroleum Logistics Management Course 1 
Joint Forces Staff College 1 
Professional Enhancement Program 1 
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Appendix C:  Responses/Frequency For Experience Category 
 

 

Base Level Time Requirements Respondents 
36 months 7 
24-36 months 3 
24 months 6 
18-24 months 3 

Deployments  
Deployment in Support of Contingency Operations 3 1

Diversity  
Command/Mission Diversity 8 

Assignment Order  
Base -  DESC 8 
Base - MAJCOM 4 
Base - D 1 ESC or MAJCOM 
Base Only 6 

Additional Experience Requirements  
Air Staff Assignment 3 
Inventory Control 1 
Military Construction / Repair, Maintenance and Environmental Program 1 
Tactical Air experience 1 
Joint Planning experience 1 
Logistics Distribution experience 1 
Overseas Assignment at base level 1 
Company Grade experience at MAJCOM/Joint/Air Staff level 1 
EWI/AAD follow-up tour to Air Staff, DESC, joint staff, MAJCOM 1 
Non-Fuels related Logistics Readiness Assignments 1 
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Appendix D:  Response/Frequency For Meeting Requirements 
 

 

Course of Action Respondents
Increase Formal Education/Training Opportunities 15 
Formal Tracking of Fuels Expertise 12 
Sub-specialization within LRO Construct 7 

Additional Education and Training Requirements  
More junior officer positions at the MAJCOM level 2 
DESC funding for formal courses/training for all fuels officers 2 
Set ceiling on advanced fuels po verted to civilian positions 1 sitions con
Ensure each deployment includes a LRO 1 
Create joint career field to ers 1 grow joint fuels offic
Establish joint fuels positions with sister services/allies 1 
Commander involvement in the hiring process 1 
Expand opportunities within DESC for young LROs 1 
Re-establish  the Office of the Secretary of Defense sponsored fuels position 1 
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Appendix E:  LRO Inventory by Rank Model Results/Formulas 
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Appendix F:  1-Year F O Model – FMO Training 
 
M
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Appendix G:  1-Year FMO Model – Major Fuels Billet Experience  
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Appendix H:  1-Year FMO Model - Lt Col Bille

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

t Experience  
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Appendix I:  2-Year FMO Model - FMO Training 
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Appendix J:  2-Year FMO Model - Major Fuels Billet Experience  
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Appendix K:  2-Year FMO Model - Lt Col  Fuels Billet E
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